CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

1.1 Conclusion
1. From five language registers there’s only found two type language registers they were Frozen and Formal language register.
2. After done analysis karonese mantra text the researcher concluded some finding; karonese mantra text used formal language because the contents of the mantra is the ritual for asking the protection and God’s attendance, and the audience has too large permit an interchange between shaman and God (non-present person). And shaman also use the arrangement of messages in clause are so formal situation because the arrangement of messages are so good and the sequences are regular as good as based on functional grammar.

1.2 Suggestion
1. For Student of literature:
   a) It is interesting to learn how people arrange their sentence, especially the sentence for the ritual traditional event to study more about Register to help them understand and comprehend it and enrich their knowledge about Registerial representation especially in karonese mantra text

2. Other researcher:
a) As reference for their further research to analyze the Registerial representation as comparison.

b) This study can help the further research to be more understand clearly how significance the Registerial representation in karonese mantra text.